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From Coal Entry by Secretary Ballinger.
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Work Progressing on Albuquerque, Silver City and Carrizozo
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thousand four hundred and thirty-onacres were restored to settlement.
The Senate Laughed Immoderately.
"We don't want the Standard Oil
Company in Arkansas." he exclaimed.
"The only place to which I would be
(willing to see a pipe line laid for the
Standard Oil Company would be
straight from here to hell and I should
want to see the oil flowing directly
there. Furthermore I would be glad
to see that old trust magnate, John D.
Rockefeller, there to receive the oil
and would be glad to see the flames
that its appearanec create wrapped
snugly around him." He said Mr.
Owen's support of the bill is due to
the fact that in some way the Oklahoma senator is believed to be interested in the Standard Oil. The imputation brought Mr. Owen to his feet, but
he was smiling when he said: "The
impudent speech which the senator
from Arkansas has just delivered has
no foundation in fact."
"Well, Mr. President, the senator
acts like he was interested," responded Mr. Davis, also smiling, "and by
jinks I believe he is interested!"
The two senators slammed
compliments back and forth
for some time while the Senate laughed immoderately, but finally the bill
was passed, Mr. Davis being the only
senator to vote "Nay."
Governor Haskell Created a Stench.
Washington, Feb. 17 The speech
was made apiopos the efforts of Mr
Owen to have passed a general bill
giving a right of way through the
public lands in Arkansas for a gas
pipe line. Mr. Davis said the bill is
in the interests of the Prairie Creek
Company, which he said was a branch
of the Standard Oil Company.
He
could not sit idly by a"nd allow a bill
to be passed which is in direct con
flict with the
laws. He
challenged any Democratic Senator to
vote for the bill, referring to the
operations of the Prairie, Creek Com
pany in Oklahoma. He said it was
the same concern that had caused so
much scandal in that state and was
one in whose behalf Governor Haskell
had interfered to the extent of creat
ing "a stench which filled the nos
trils of everybody."
e

WIZARD OF BILLIARDS

is Succumbing to
Health of Many Years at Denver, Colorado.

Jake Schaeffer

II

Feb. 17. "Jak."
Denver, Colo.,
Schaeffer, the "wizard" of billards. is
dying at his home in this city.
Schaeffer has been in ill health for
years and moved to this city a year
or so ago in the hope of regaining lost
strength, but of late has been failing

steadily.
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BE ON TIME.
St
The Yaw concert tonight will St
begin promptly at 8:30 o'clock. St
You are requested to be set- - St
tied in your seat by that time. St
Those who come after the con- - St
cert has begun will' not be St
seated until the number then St
being sung or played is com- - St
St pleted.
Let a Santa Fe audi- - St
St ence, for once, BE ON TIME.
St
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WAGNEFi

FROZEN STIFF

"We will build the DeVnrjras hotel,
I am sure of if just as I
gentlemen.
am sure that every one whp puts in a
dollar in this project will reap a rich
harvest. Santa Fe can nm. get along
without a great first classtourist hotel
and Santa Fe shall have it. Am I
right?" (Shouts of yes yes! J
The above was the declaration of
John P. Warner, president of the Sac- ramento Valley Irrigation Company,
of th S:nta Fe Board
of trade, builder of the Kansas City
viaduct and now the man financing
the $300,000 tourist hotel, known as
the DeVargas hotel, far the city of
Santa Fe.
The occasion was a meeting 'ast
Tiirht- nf the citizens of Santa Fe at
the Elks' theater where the amalga-- 1
mated forces of the two great com-- 1
mercial bodies of this citythe Board
Club
of Trade and the Commercial
joined hands and boosted the project.
On the stage sat Mr. Wagner, and
near him Dr. J. A. Massie. president
of the Commercial Club, Attorneys R.
H. Hanna. A. B. Renehan and, a Chi- cago capitalist Col. Leopold Moss,
who owns stock in hotels and who
believes that if clothes make the man
hotels make the town.
It might also be mentioned that
near Mr. Renehan sat his dog and during the most impassioned part of Mr.
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Navy Tug Nina With Thirty-TwPersons on Board
Is Lost

o

WRECK IN MAGELLAN'S STRAIT

Chilean Cruiser Rescues Passengers Who Were Clinging
to Doomed Vessel.

IN

OKLAHOMA

Temperature in Many
Years Reported From Many

Siradar's Launch to
Khartoum.

cf her pueblo dwellings and the
m'nio has not been used lately.
"1 pay my respect, to the enterprise
Fob. IT.
Soudan;,
Gondokoro,
of Ismael Siarks to whom is due the
Colonel Roosevelt, Kermit Roosevelt
credit, of the acquirement, of the city
and other members of the Smithsonop that vast property.
Fort Marcey. ian
expedition arrived here today all
(Applause.)
well.
"I cp.!! attention here to the work of
On the Nile.
the Woman's Hoard of Trade which j Gonokoro, Feb. 17. From now on
has built n. home for themselves and Colonel Roosevelt and
party will be
a public library. Here again
in close touch with the outside world.
nation' came to realization.
(Ai-- : For the last ten
days they had been
'J practically isolated in the wilderness
plause.)
"Waqner Can Do It."
where the only communication be"We hear the cry 'Wagner can't do tween scattered villages was through
this' and we hear again the cry 'we runners. The American party will
nave hotels enough here: But I want embark in the Sirdar's launch, probto tell you that Mr. Wasner can do it ably tomorrow and proceed down the
and I want to tell you also that when Nile to Khartoum, where they are
this new hotel is built the Claire due about March G. Three days will
e 'aiace noiei win sun be spent at Khartoum when the trip
to Cairo will be begun. Mrs. Roose'1
nd
business,
"There was a time when it was said velt is expecting to meet her husj
one bank was enough, but a second band and son at Khartoum.
was put up and now a third has been
added and I believe they are all doing TIRED OF TRAMPING,
STARVING AND FREEZING.
business. (Laughter.)
It was the
same on hotels. When we had but
one people said more would be super Fifteen Year Old New York Boy at
Denver Asks to Be Sent to the
fluous, but. we have three or four to- day and I hope we will soon see the
Reformatory.
fifth go up." (Applause.)
Mr. Renehan concluded by declaring
Denver, Colo., Feb. 17. Tired of
that there is great necessity for the "trampin' starvin', freezin", " as he
citizens of Santa Fe to put up some put it, George Reiueheimer, a lad of
Renehan's address the animal advanc- money for the hotel project to snow in, fatherless, motherless, without a
ed to the front of the stage and stood good faith and create a nucleus fund relative in the world, and who beat
Then capitalists in the east can be in his way from New York to Denver,
right near the speaker apparently
terested.
need
about
the
word
yesterday threatened to commit some
in
every
drinking
Colonel Moss was then introduced crime and be sent to prison where he
of a hotel that shall provide appetizMr. Wagner. He said:
would be assured of sufficient food, a
ing morsels for its guests. For the dog by
"If you want to build up a city give place to sleep and warm clothing, unwill doubtless be a welcome visitor at
the hotel after the interest he mani- something to the stranger. Why even less he was sent forthwith to the state
that dog over there set the example. reformatory.
The
youngster was
fested in its construction.
He gave me a pleasant look when we taken from the juvenile court to the
8:30.
at
Begins
met. (Prolonged laughter.) Yes, my detention home, where he will remain
The meeting began at 8:30 p. m.
friends, give something to the strang-- r until suitable work can be secured for
while,
and
show
after the picture
io the traveling man, to the tour him. - '
there were not many at the opening; ist, to the prospective settler.
more and more people came in and
What to Give.
POWDER WORKS EXPLOSION
the close of the meehnir the.".)
"Here are some of the things I ask
FELT FOR TWENTY MILES.
audience.
sized
was a fair
to give: First, a hotel where your
Mr. Wagner outlined the object of tourist and his family do not have to More Than a Score of
Employees Bethe gathering to feel the pulse of. the climb up, up, by sheer leg muscle
lieved to Have Been Killed
citizens of Santa Fe on the project of work, up, up! (Laughter.)
Buildings in Flames.
"You have much to be thankful for
erecting a first class hotel here and
emphasized the imnortance of raising here. Why man alive, you have more
Oakland, Calif., Feb. 17 More than
a nucleus fund of $10,000 to gain pos- territory around here to build a city a score of employes of the Trojan
session of the proposed site of the on than has New York. You can build Powder Works at San Lorenzo ape
hotel. Attorney Hanna followed with out every way. And let me tell you believed to have been killed or injura talk on the necessity of first class frankly, that you need lots of things ed today in an explosion which wreckhotel accommodations in a city like here yet. Do not be satisfied until ed the plant. The buildings are In
get a well equipped fire departthis and advanced many telling argu- you
ment. No wonder your fire insurance flames and the town in panic. The
assertion.
his
back
up
ments to
rates are high. Can you blame the explosion was felt for more than 20
Mr. Renehan was the next speaker
It is true that Chicago miles.
and he was warm in his praise of the companies?
a volunteer fire depart
nad
onIy
Some of 'his striking;100
hotel project
Diu tnat was tu years ago
ment
sentences were the following:
(Laughter.) Then another thing. I EUROPEAN
HEN
"I believe that the future of Santa hflfl
in wall.- - Oil nfnitni fnuf fnn.f frt
Fe must be built around the DeVargas
"a"d
,
note
asked a policeman and he took me
"I believe that a great tourist bote jlhrfee bQcks
IS SCABBING
But ,t wag a, no
in Santa be is tne pivotal iaea imu You see, I wanted a glass of apoli-nariwill make the city great.
A druggist told me that he had
"I know that people who have at- ice cream drinks but I wanted
Imported Paraffine Coated
tempted to accomplish great things
have been the butt for jokesmiths.
Colonel Moss concluded by emphaEggs Sell Eight Cents Less
'Twas always so.
sizing the importance of raising a
Than Home Product
"The imagination is the noblest gift j nucleus fund for a big hotel
Mr. Wagner theu made a brief
of God for it is the most creative
and without the imagination little can speech and said that when on JanuPRICE
OF
BEEF
be accomplished in this world.
ary 1, 1909,- he had come to the con- COTTING
Railclusion that a big tourist hotel had
"The building of the Santa Fe
way was the project of a man's imagi to be built here he had thought just
nation and furnished food for the as he thinks now. He emphasized the London Gets American Meat
importance of putting up a suitable
Five Cents a Pound Cheaper
jokesmiths
"We are living In a commercial if home for New York men of means,
Than Chicago.
not a material ase and while it is well men who are anxious to get away
from
New
York's wretched summer
enough to look back with pride to
New York, Feb. 17. Now comes
come out here and
1605 the date of founding this city climate and
the pauper European hen to comstill our Imagination should and can breathe ozone.
Mr- - Wagner emphasized
the work pete with 'the hardworking American
picture a citv of 20,000 or 25.000 neo-- 1
in Denver and Colorado biddy and reduce the price of her
r.io,, vast and much desired change. accomplished
from
"We must have facilities here to Springs and other cities by New York industry. Paraffine coated eggs
of which
entertain those who come here to pay capitalists and asked if it is not true Europe, nearly a millionwere
that hotels had been the magnet that were, imported this week,
placed
respect to the city's romance, its tra- drew tourists and
incidentally their oh sale today by hundreds of New
ditions and its wonderful climate.
dollars.
His address was freauentlv York dealers at 3 to 8 cents a dozen
"It is no disparagement to the pres- less in price than the American cold
T1
;
ent hotels here to say that another , Mr- in less storage eggs. At the same time, there
declared
that
wagner
,
one .s needed.j
ithan tweve months ater tne new no. came the announcement from the
Progressive Spirit.
tel .g bnUt
t ho,ders m find marketmen that American beef ex"New faces are seen here and they. a 2- cent lncrease
ported by way of New York to Lonper
are of the new people who come here value and gaid that
of don is selling there 3 to 5 cents a
and are unwilling to see the wheels of nloney spent here Qn hote, ,abor &lme pound cheaper than the price asked
progress standing still. They have win be j60,000.
her . Wholesale beef prices, accordbeen able to see needed changes that
ing to this statement were: London,
other Speakers
have not been seen by men who have
Game Warden Gabe then arose and American frozen beef 8 4 to 9 cents
lived here ten and twenty, yes thirty said: ..T have been in the hote, busl. a pound; New York, American frozen
and forty and even fifty years.
ness myself and I believe I know more beef 111-- 2 to 14 cents a pound.
"If there has been growth in any about the need of a great tourist
Record Price for Hogs.
citv and particularly in ours it has hotel than any one here. I know what
Chicago, 111., Feb. 17. Live hogs at
been due to new people coming here the tourist demands and if he does not the stock yards today touched the
with new ideas, new ambitions, new get it he asks when is the next train record price, nnenualed since 1870.
for Lamy."
impulses, new enersy, new blood.
selling at $9.40 a hundred weight. Tne
a
"This opera house was built by
Samuel G. Cartwright delivered a continued light receipts for several
few young men who bad not been here brief speech calling attention to the months at the packing centers and the
very long scarcely long enough to advantages of erecting a tourist hotel reports of scarcity of hogs have call. of large
be well identified with the city.
proportions and said he was ed out prophesies that the ten dol"Santa Fe, even five or ten years "strong" for the project. He marshal- - lar market touched in 1870, may soon
.
ago was called 'The Old Pueblo,' but
be reached. War time prices for hogs
(Continued on Page Eight.)
in 18C5 were $13.25.
today she has cast aside some of the
iv 'Hi

Points.
Memphis, Feb. 17. On the heels of
springlike weather, the central South
and the Southwest, are today covered
with sleet and snow. In Memphis
two inches of sleet fell during the
night and snow fell today. In northern Mississippi and central Arkansas
the same conditions prevailed, while
in northwestern Arkansas ten inches
of snow fell. Oklahoma reports the
coldest weather in many years.
In
southwestern Texas it is clearing but
cold.
Seventeen Below at Colorado Springs.
of
Denver, Feb. 17. The people
the states east and southeast of Colorado now shivering
under snow
storms and northern winds may take
some comfort in the knowledge that
the weather is rapidly moderating in
But it is still cold
the mountains.
At Pueblo and Colorado
enough.
Springs this morning, it was seventeen below, the coldest of the winter,
while at Corona, a little hamlet on
the summit of the divide, it was 30
below, with the wind howling fifty-tw- o
miles an hour. At Denver it was
five below at six this morning, but
by nine o'clock the 'mercury had risen
to two above.
Kansas is Shivering.
Topeka, Feb. 17. It was five above
here this morning, the lowest point
reached during the present cold spell.
At Wichita, five above was recorded
early this morning, and the weather
moderated rapidly later.
Covers Entire Country.
17.
Feb.
Gentle
Washington,
spring, which ventured abroad in the
Atlantic states yesterday and today
will be running for cover by night
with a bad cold. The snow and sleet
storm which has taken a flying start
over, the eastern Gulf states is .moving northeast rapidly. This morning
the temperature was below freezing
at Brownsville, Texas, at the mouth
of the Rio Grande, and the mercury
was registering 20 to 30 below iu the
northwest. The sleet storm is central over the Mississippi valley and
snow is falling over the Ohio valley.
"Between IJ- -- and Gehanna."
Columbus, O., Feb. 17. Ten inches
of snow fell through central Ohio
last nisht. A traction car loaded with
incoming business people for Columbus is stalled between here and
Gehanna.
Heavy snow drifts are reported all over the state.
Heaviest Snow in Fifty Years.
Dayton, O., Feb. 17. The heaviest
snow storm in this section for 50
years has crippled the railroad service today.
Indiana' Buried in Snow.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Feb. 17. Fourteen inches of snow have fallen over
central Indiana the last 36 hours.
Snow is still falling. This is the
heaviest snow in twenty-fiv- e
years.
Ice Gorge Ties Up Denver Street Car
Traffic.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 17. The ice
gorge in the Platte river filled the
pipes of the Tramway Company during the rush hours this morning and
for 25 minutes street cars were stalled all over the city.
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ANOTHER SENSATION IN
SWOPE MURDER CASE.

;

j

Washington, Feb. 17. All hope
that the United States navy tug Nina
which left Norfolk on February 6,
for Boston with 32 persons aboard,
is still afloat, has been abandoned by
the navy department and today the
war ships which for five days have
been searching for the Nina were ordered to discontinue the hunt.
Rescued by Chilean Cruiser.
Quelleyon, Chile, Feb. 17. The
Chilean tus boat Pisaqua arrived here
and reports that the Chielan cruiser
Ministro Zenteno has rescued eighty-eigperosns who had been left on
the British steamer Lima in the
Huamblin passage strait of Magellan.
The cruiser arrived in Huamblin
passage on Tuesday morning and
found 86 survivors still clinging' to
the wreck. Two others had reached
the shore. They were picked up
later.
in Alaskan Waters.
Feb. 17. The
Janoau, Alaska,,
Alaskan Stemship Company's steamship Yucatan struck an iceberg in the
icy straits yesterday during a snow
storm, and sank .in six fathoms of
water. iSixty-fivpassengers and the
crew Handed, on Chicagoff island and
will be brought to Juneau today.
ht

e
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Will Make Leisurely Journey in Lowest

s.
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Ar-

Sleet and Snow

j
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IS DYING.
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Schumann Pledges $500 A. E. Renehan,
Col. Moss, R. H. Hanna, Samuel
Cartwright, T. P. Gable
and J. P. Wagner,
the Speakers

Governor Curry today appointed
Washington, D. C. Feb. 17.
Senator Owen of Oklahoma, with Claude P. Henry of Agricultural College, Dona Ana county, and William
being interested in the affairs of the ,
Standard Oil Company, and saying he H. Wilcox cf Roy, Mora county,
would like to see John D. Rockefeller notaries public.
Good Roads Inspection.
"wrapped in flames of Hell," Senator
Territorial
Engineer Vernon L. Sulmade
Jeff Davis of Arkansas, today
tomorrow overland to
will
livan
start
fit"which,
he
Senate
in
the
a speech
Santa
the
tingly characterized as "red hot and inspect
road going as far as Bernalillo, where
right off the bat."
he will take the train to Silver City
Giving Beveridge a Jog.
from where he will drive over the
Special to The New Mexican.
Mogollon road. After inspecting the
Washington, D. C. Feb. 17. Presi- work that the sood roads commission
dent Taft called Senator Beveridge to is doing on this road, he will inspect
road.
the White House to learn, why the the Carrizozo-Roswestatehood bill had not been reported
Certificates of Construction.
by the senate committee on territories
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sulon Tuesday. Senator Beveridge re- livan today issued certificates of con
plied that it was to give time to a com- struction to the Farmers' Develop
mittee from Santa Fe to present ment Company and the Maxwell Irrirecommendations on Friday to the gated Lands Company, both in Colfax
committee in refrence to land grants county, the former at Miami. The
to pay for the railroad bonded in- former is for reservoir No. 2, which
debtedness of the county. He promis is completed together with all the
ed the President that after that the j canals except one outlet canal. The
bill would be reported favorably and entire project is for the reclamation
without loss of time.
of 20,000 acres. The Maxwell Lands
Delegate Andrews introduced a bill Company is the assignee of the
Ditch Company for its rights on
providing for the construction of a
reservoir at Cerro, Taos county, au- Saltpeter creek for a project for the
thorizing the territorial engineer to reclamation of 40,000 acres. The commake preliminary expenditures for pletion of parts of these projects demonstrates that the water filings of
that purpose to the amount of
the project to be completed under which so many have been lately are
the Carey Act. He also presented a not merely for speculative purposes
memorial signed by one hundred citi- but result in actual construction work.
zens praying for the construction of
Governor Appoints Regents.
the reservoir.
Governor Curry announced today
that he would reappoint Charles
Withdrawal of Lands.
of Las Vegas, a regent of the
Washington, Feb. 17. The extensive temporary withdrawal of public Normal University at Las Vegas 'and
lands from the public domain was would appoint Nicolas Galles of Las
made by Secretary Ballinger today, Cruces a regent of the Normal School
acres reserved at Silver City in place of W. L. Ritch
2,068,492
involving
from coal entry and 118,013 acres from whose term expires in a few days.
"all
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1I6SS
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Highways.

$10,-00-
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After Ringing Speeches at the Elks Theater Last Night Colonel Roosevelt and Son Mississippi, Tennessee,
Kermit Arrive at Gond-okor$1,500 More Is Subscribed in 15 Minutes J. G.
kansas Covered With

Issues Certificates of
Construction

DEMOCRAT GOOD

BUILD

HOTEL

is the Pious Wish of Territorial Engineer Sullivan

Senator Davis for John
D. Rockefeller

ILL
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Answer Filed By John G. Paxton
cuses Dr. B. C. Hyde of Bad
Faith in Dealings.

j

'

J

i

Ac-

Kansas City. Mo.. Feb. 17. John G.
Paxton, in a sensational answer filed
in court today, accuses Dr. B. C. Hyde
of bad faith in trying to secure evidence in his (Paxton's) possession,
"tending," the answer reads, "to
prove that plaintiff has murdered by
administration of poison. Thomas H.
Swope and Chrismas Swope, and has
also attempted to poison Margaret
Swope and by the same kind of treatment had communicated to members
of the Swope family typhoid fever."
Communicated
Fever to
Tyrhoicl
Swope Family.

Kansas City., Mo Feb. 17. This is
the first, time that Dr. Hyde was openly charged with the communication of
typhoid fever to members of the
Swope family. Mr. Paxton's answer
wa3 filed In conection with a motion
filed by Dr. Hyde's attorney, to con
pel Paxton to include in his deposition
in the civil suit, letter or other communications he had received from
Dr. Hekteon of Chicago. The court
overruled the motion filed by Hyde's
attorney.
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Wheat

IN

Imperial
Jersey Cream

PflL

UP.

steel,

there

the breeze;

V

The nails on which to hang her things

are driven

inter Grocery Co.
outheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

j

j

i

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S.

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

And the mirror placed at her own j
height, a little less than mine.
Out. in the shed the Alderney is tied
'
and Bess, her mare.
Is coated for the fall. The saddle on
its form
Is waiting, as am T, just for Lucille.
It's strange, isn't it, how strong a
man can be
And yet how lonesome he can feel?
But I don't care I want Lucille!
No Funds in Bank .T. F. Riley of
Amaiillo, Texas, was arrested at Albuquerque for uttering a worthless
check.
'. Death of Healthseeker Mrs. John
B. Clinton, aged 35 years, who came
jto Albuquerque with her family three
weeks ago from Fresno. California,
died on Tuesday afternoon.
Water Works for Cimarron George
H Webster, Jr., of the Uracca ranch
in Colfax county, has been granted a
charter for water works at Cimarron.
iThe
plant will cost $75,000.
'
Mail
Awarded
Contract Eugenio
Romero of Las Vegas has been awarded the mail contract between
Las
Vegas and Santa Rosa, beginning
July 1, 1910, succeeding G. J. Fredericks.
Crampton Not a Candidate Attor- jney E. C. Crampton, in the Raton
Daily Range, says that he is not a
candidate for and would not accept
the appointment of district attorney
jto succeed Elmer E. Studley, resigned,
Cattle Deal Closed Joseph E. and
John W. Rhea have closed a contract
with the Littlefield Cattle Company of
the lower Pecas valley to take over
head of cattle at $41 per head,
i

CALL AfJD SEE FOR YOURSELF

Jewelry, Silverware,

JEWELER

i

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER
Every Description of work in

&

FURRIER

our line done to order

3,-2-

'

making the total consideration

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

j

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
4P3h6onrb0Sckia9d

FRANK

F-

GORMLEY

-

MhTn'di.e

J. D. MULLIGAN

AT C

PICTURE

TRY

FRAMING

OUR

Albuquerque Pharmacist Succumbs
Charles F. McDermott, an Albuquerque pharmacist who came to New
Mexico four years ago from Chicago
for his health, died suddenly in his
26th year. He was a Knight of Co-- i
lumbus.

Raton, while stealing a ride on the
eastbound passenger train of the
Santa Fe, lost his hold in alighting
at Trinidad, Colorado, and rolled under a car. His left leg was crushed
about half way below the knee. He

j

REsrnENop:
RED
NIUHT PHONE

$131,-20-

0.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer

CT

188

TASTEFULLY

Given Carefu
Personal Attention
ppn
office
PHONE HUM ion

AND

SATISFACTORILY

j

i

DONE.

Ma lea
Also Good for Chickens
Groia

A

will recover.
New Mexico Boy Fatally Shot While
Des
Hunting Joaquin
Vigil, of
Moines, Union county, died at Trini-- j
dad hospital, from the effects of a
wound inflicted in his spine by a com- panion who was out hunting with
Vigil. The wound was caused by a
22 caliber rifle.
Jail Break Prevented John Long,;
alias Ray Howard, who was arrested
in Las Vegas on telegraphic advices
from Denver, tried to break out of
jail at the Meadow City. Van Web-- j
ster, alias Van Carlson, another prisoner helped in the attempt. The two
men exchanged clothes with two other prisoners with the expectation of
being put to work on the streets when
they inteded to break away. But
uieu game was aiscovereu m lime 10
prevent their escape.

There is more Catarrh in this sec-- l
tion of the country than all other dis- eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incur-- !
Food
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and preWholesale and Retail Dealers in
LEO HERSCH
scribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatFlour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
it incurable.
ment,
pronounced
Science has proven catarrh to be a
Salt and Seeds
constitutional disease and therefore
treatment.
constitutional
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN iSANTA PE.
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo. Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
DIAMONDS
C- surfaces of the system. They offer
jf one hundred dollars for any case it
MANUFACTURER OP
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
?!'!:! rJf!!
MEXICAN FILIGREE Fttlad T!s,ef. M
testimonials.
by
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
JEWELRY
Oate Methods
Right Servi
J

SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock

j

YONTZ

WTCHES
"

Up-t-

1

Cut Class, China and Silverware
SANTA FE,
345 San Francisco St.
IlL.WWillW

I

For

Chapped
Hands

The Man who buys them gets what he is
entitled to. ALL WOOL CLOTH excellent trimming and the handiwork of
' the most skilled tailors that
good wages
will secure.

In its own corner, and 1he chair
I made for her is rocking empty in

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

I

8
N. M. P

Toledo, Ohio
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Denver.

Colo..

Feb.

17.

Forecast for New Mexico:
Fair weather tonight and Fri- day, and not so cold.
Meeting The Woman's Auxand
Guild will meet on Friday
iliary
afternoon at half past two at the home
of Mrs. Harroun.
Meeting Tomorrow The members
of the Woman's Aid Society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at the home of Mrs. F. W. Shearon.
Monuments for Roswell Pioneers
The Sons of Confederates at Roswell
have undertaken to erect, suitable
monuments to Captain Joseph C. Lea
and Judge Frank H. Lea, pioneers of
Roswell.
Hondo Water Users Elect Officers
The Rio Hondo Reservoir Water
Users' Assoication elected W. C. Reid,
Robert Beers and C. J. Warner directors to fill vacancies on the board
W. W. Atkinson "was electof nine.
ed president; W. E. Blakely,
B.

Our old customers need no urging. To
those who have not worn our garments
we will say that a trial order will solve
THE

NO FIT
NO PAY

PHONE

THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219

CITY.

1

THE SAME OLD STORY
j

w oodDavi

i

ll
;

8

HARDWARE CO.

-s-

fNohone
14

r

If It's Hardware

oat

e

A IN D

Phone

Have It

WHOLESALE

Screened

RETAIL

No 14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Steam Coal.

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. &S.F. Lepot.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

SHORTAGE OF WHEAT IN MEXICO CAUSES REDUCTION IN DUTY
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 17. Because
of the shortage of wheat in Mexico
the rate of duty has been reduced by
the Mexican government from three
cents to one cent a kilo.

59c.

DEAR FRIENDS:

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends coining: to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of pn many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Store pleaed and happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK,
"Listen, We absolutely gnarantee tc
any person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinitv a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Razor
that ycu may possess and can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
giveyou a demonstration of this Strop
any t meyou find it convenient to call,
and wonld bf pWspd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" and let us put an
tdge on it for you.

& Co.

PILES CURS.'i IN 6 10 14 DAYS
PAZO OrNTMKNTIs guaranteed to cure
Bleeding or Proany caHeof Itching, Blind
truding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re-

HS

1

Most people know the feeling, and
the miserable state of ill health it indicates. All people should know that
Foley's Honey and Tar, the greatest
throat and lung remedy, will quickly
cure the soreness and cough and restore a normal condition. Ask for
Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold by

WML

36

HOUSE

(Continued on Page Eight.)

funded.

NO FIT
NO PAY

ONLY THE BEST

FC3 HALF A' CENTURY

j

s

GOOD CLOTHES PROBLEM

Herbst, secretary

and treasurer.
Impressed with the Puye Room
Mme. Yaw and her entourage yesterday afternoon visited the Puye room
in the Old Palace and were so im- pressed with its beauty that they
made arrangements for another visit
this afternoon when the Ben Hur room
and the mural paintings for the Rito
de los Frijoles room were also viewed.
One of the party being from Crawford-ville- ,
Ind., the home of Lew Wallace,
was especially interested in the Ben
Hur room.
Jack Frost Here Jack Frost arrived in Ithaca yesterday afternoon and
when he registered at C o'clock this
morning he wrote "Two degrees below." That was pretty good for him
but at 7 o'clock he lowered it one
notch.
People who went to work
this morning imagined they were
smoking a new brand of cigarettes.
Such smoking!
Yes, the predicted
drop in the temperature came. The
maximum temperature yesterday was
27 instead of 50 or more as heretofore. And at midnight the silver bulb
in the thermometers 'dropped to zero
and kept downward. Those who came
home late last night wondered why
the house seemed cold and those who
looked at the window panes this
morning saw the word frost written
all over them. The relative humidity
yesterday was 72 per cent. A year ago
Jack Frost did not play this trick for
there was a maximum of 4S and minimum of 24 degrees with 79 per cent
of sunshine. There was a sprinkle of
rain in the afternoon and a little snow.

Stripling-Burrow-

as you like them

e make them

Guild

James

BROS. COMPANY

When We Make Clothes

minor city topics

The bed with its checked coverlet is

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGIN

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. T'neKcn-uin- e
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
f.":1
cure or your moDey back.

shelves;

AlsoVAFlFTY FPFSH YEAST

1910".

thirty-si- x

years. One year ago last April I began taking Cascarets for constipation. In
the course of a week I noticed the piles
began to disappear and at the end of six
weeks they did not trouble me at all.
Cascarets have done wonders for me. I
am entirely cured and feel like a new
man."
George Kryder, Napoleon, O.

And now my heart, all human-like- ,
cries out I want Lucille.
The cabin is quite finished every
crevice mortared and the roof
Is fit for any rain. The stove is set
And all the dishes patient on their

Bobolink

Established 1856.

"I have suffered with piles for

THE NEW COUNTRY.

(A Cameo)
(By Richard Wightman in Harpers.)
I want Lucille.
I've grubbed on this
old Section now for months
and
lashed the stubborn acres with my

Four

Pansy

ROUND

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17,

Leras
1

I

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
ONLY AT

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
F O. BROWN Aent.

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

$20,000.00

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of Interest

Phone No. 23 Red

PHONE 213

The roughness and redness of chapped skin quickly and
surely disappears through the intelligent use of our dainty
lotion BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL and ALMOND CREAM

Zook's

Pharmacy
Located in Claire Hotel
WEST

SIDE1

jLAZA

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1910.
EVER WATCHFUL

J

Little Care Will Save Many Santa
TrAnhl
C Darl ere
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or infrequent;
like" sediContain no "brick-dus- t
ment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
A

iTnf-ti-

S OF

I
i

you.

They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, Santa Fe, N. !., says: "I deem it a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
I found them to be an excellent remedy and I have never hesitated to
vouch for their merit since then when
an opportunity has presented itself.
For two years I was in bad shape frcm
backache and
kidney trouble and
when Doan's Kidney Pills were
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box at Stripling. Burrows & Co.'s drug stor3 and
they not only drove away the backache, but regulated the passages of
the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system. When my back
has bothered me during the ast two
and a half years. I have at once tak
en Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
never failed to bring the desired re-

lou rnght have bought

PRESIDENT LYNCH

DEDICATES

LKY

Stamp Out Tuberculosis
Among Workers.

i

Edison Phonographs ran he had
from SI 2.50 to $200.r0
Edison Standard Records .35

n

f

A HORSE KNOWS

well treated. At our
livery stable the horses "we rent LOOK
like horses' that are perfectly kept.
Our turnouts are the finest in this
part of the country, and we rent them
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK

where he is

at reasonable rates to responsible
parties. Your own horses boarded.

IlLLIilS

4

RISM

Light and Heavy Livery.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.

trustees in undertaking the actual
work of construction. Today we are
dedicating the new addition that,
aside from this beautiful library room
in which we are assembled, has given
to the Home an enlarged dining room,
additional store rooms, new kitchen,
serving rooms, bakery, cold storage
plant.etc. And all of this, including
the Home itself, has been constructed
and is maintained by the union printers of this continent, who have their
own private responsibilities, cares and

Edison Amberol
twice as

Records
lon)

(play

-

-

- $

j

.? J

All our v inter stock of millinery wi'l b
closed out at Cost, and much of it dpIow
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock A doliar saved is a
dollar made. Our stock is all new and noth-,iashopworn or out of date.

Treasure.-- ; W. M.
A
-

kX"-"-- '

f

ii

aalin

lift''

Phone Black

Catron Block.

78

Atklnsou Secretary,

FlDlay
For particulars

ad

address.
COL.

Illustrated

JAS.

0J0 CALIEfJTE
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellinss, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-ancStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffering
from consumption, cancer and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These w?.ers contain 1.626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

.50

and W

catalogue

W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

A

o

HOT SPRINGS.
the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'3
Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month. Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe trait
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

duties, but who, notwithstanding, distorted statements, or manufactured
All of the great interna
find a way to contribute something evidence.
each month toward the solace, com- tional unions with which I am ac
fort and happiness of their brothers in quainted, and an experience of twendistress. Since this institution receiv- - ty years gives me some right to speak
have beneficial features. On the oth
ed its first resident, these
ers have contributed nearly one mil- - er hand, have you ever heard of a
workman
lion dollars to its support. The phy-- j home in which a
address:
sical value of the property is estiniat-- ' may of right spend his declining years
other
the
Have
than
you
poorhouse?
ed at one million dollars.
ever heard of a sanatorium erected
"But the benefactions of the Inter- for the
use and treatment
Taos. County. N M
Ojo
national Tyographical Union are not of the especial workman who
may
confied to this institution. It is but be afflicted with tuberculosis or othone of its broad, liberal and unselfish er disease? Have
you ever heard of
policies. For years we have paid a a pension fund for
work- death benefit, a fund for which has men whjch Jg hjs ag & r,ghti because
been contributed to and maintained by !he conceived and maintained it?
....
lit; uicwcio......
"t," "
,u be
nmr,
((.nJ.
inaugurated a pension fund, under snffifiant iuutifinnt inn frr tha oviut.
.
the rules of which any member attain-- pnce Qf the International
Ty,)0grai)h.
ing the age of sixty years, with a con- - ,cul UnJon considered entirely a
t
tinuous membership of twenty years from the other activltles of the or.
and unable to secure employment at ganizatiorij apart from the great in.
the trade or by reason of physical
TO
cmise in wages that it yearly brings
capacity work at the trade, is en- - ab()ut apart ,,om tne shorter work.
titled to a pension of $4 per week for jtlay it hai. established, apart from the
the balance of life. At present we btUn,jness, the contentment and the
have 650 of these pensioners and culture it has brought to the homes
there is a balance in this fund of 'of its members, the pictures it has Save
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing WeJls Ft rgo
$240,000, thus guaranteeing its stabil- - placed on the walls of those homes
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
ity and permanence. Aged and infirm and the books that are at the
of the International Typo-- mand of their habitants. We are
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Union do not become pub-- urally proud of the development
of
'
this great institution. We are proud Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Meiico
lie charges. We care for our own.
"We are proud of our trade. We de-- of this magnificent library and of the
and all Foreign Countries.
reatures or tnis oeautitui audi- sire to maintain that trade in all its!lner
to
are
have you with
proud
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
tradition and perfection. To that end tion. We
we have established and maintain a us as our guests at this function, and
as president of the International Ty- technical school for the benefit of
'"journeymen and apprentices so that ul uic DUttm ut
liuniccs UL lilt; U IliUll
in
their
they may perfect themselves
Printers
it is my privilege to
Home,
chosen calling, may know of and un
dedicate this library buildformally
and
derstand its newest development
ing to the uses for which it was inlatest improvement, and may turn tended."
to
that increased knowledge not only
their own account in the way of additional remuneration for their labor, PUEBLO INDIANS ARE
GRADUALLY DISAPPEARING.
but that the art of printins may itself
Fine Rigs, Reliable
be advanced, and that the product of
Buggies,
the press in America mav be superior
Says the
Albuquerque Journal
to that of any other countrv. In this "That the number of Pueblo Indians
way we perform a public and a pa-- in the New Mexico villases is decreas- triotic function.
ing so rapidly as to point to the ex
"The people of Colorado Springs Unction of some of the villages be
fore any great number of years, is the
When in Need of Anything in
know of the ravages of tuberculosis.
Its terrible inroads, Its devastation statement made yesterday by Clinton
Livery Line. Drivers
and its attendant misery stalk in your J. Crandall, superintendent of the
streets by day, and make night hid- Santa Fe Indian Industrial school and
eous for its victims. Any human In charge of a large part of the
RATES RIGHT.
agency battling against this dread Pueblo peoples of the Rio Grande val
destroyer is deserving of pu.hlte ap ley. Mr, Crandall left here yesterday
Ct-SA- S.
probation and public support. The morning for a trip across country to
Don Caspar Avenue
economic loss of society by reason of the Jemez pueblo and intervening vil- the toll taken 'by tuberculosis is be- - lages.
yond calculation, while the sum of hu- - j " 'The Pueblo Indians will be be a
man misery to tne suiterer ana tne permanent problem of guardianship
hereft is so tremendous that its mere for the government,' said Mr. Cranconsideration appalls and terrifies. dall, 'for in some of the villages at
Foremost in the battle against the least the decrease in population is sufspread of the great white plague, in ficiently rapid to point to extinction
LACES & EMBROIPERIES SPACL'gL
tue van of the movement for its elimi- - in no great number of years. Isleta
nation, leading in the ranks of that Pueblo is an exception. The people of
band of courageous spirits which is that village are unusually vigorous
have just received our new Stock of this
determined to eliminate tuberculosis, an(i are holding their own. But as
SPRING and RUMMER 1910 Embroidi3 the International
Typographical much can hardly be said for some of
Union. It is a part of the National the others. Recently I made a census
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
Anti
Tuberculosis
Association.
It of one of the villages which i COUnted
during this month only. All new patterns and
maintained: an exhibit at the interna- - three years ago. In the intervening
tional congress held in Washington, time the population has decreased
designs.
and also at the Seattle exposition. It frora j(;o to 130 '
PLEASE C LL AND EXAMINE THEM
distributes each year hundreds of
..Mr Crandalrs statement goes to
leaflets, not only to its members but conflrm the theorieg advanced , stu.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY
CO
to the public generally, containing dentg flf
pueblQ
advice as to the .best means of com- - haye
th& zenith
batting avoiding and curing tubercu- - and wm gtea
decrease
losis. It has carried on a crusade for
sanitary composing rooms, and its
If you would have a safe yet certain
members are advised that while they Cough Remedy in the homei
try Dr
THE
FOR
snouia ne conservative m presenting Shoop's- -at least once. It is
defor increased wages and
ly unHke any other Cough prepara.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
creased working time, they should be tion. Its taste will be entirely new
r
emphatically radical in their demand to you unles it is already your
decently arranged, sanitary work- - orite Cough Remedy.
No
Denver Colorado.
opium,
rooms.
chloroform, or any other stupefying
"Briefly, I have sketched for you the ingredients are used. The tender
progress and the policies of the Inter- - leaves of a harmless,
national Typographical Union. Let mountainous shrub, give to Dr.
me now ask you to consider in con- - Shoop's Cough Remedy its wonderful
nection with what we do, the assaults curative properties. It lis truly a
A M BERGERE.
for New Mexico.
and the vilification indulged in by the most certain and trustworthy
tanta Fa, N. M.
of the trade unions, who seek scription. Sold by
Catron Block
to prejudice the public by false or & Co.
wage-earn-

non-unio-

n

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Calient.

non-unio- n

non-unio-

n

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

jv-ci-

j

General Express Forwarders

.

j

in-- 1

All

,

Parts of the World

j

coni-membe-

1
1

1

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

-

LiEilY STABLE

..

Horses, Single
Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

the

Furnished

CLOSS

SALE

Ae

'

La Moda Millinery

Through Academic course, preparing youDg
men for college or for business Itfe. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlot location
of any Military Scbool Id the Unloo. Located
in tbe beautiful Pecos Valley the gardeD
spot of the West at an e'evatloL of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Hue rain or snow during sesslou.
Eleven Officers and, Insiructcs, all graduates from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thorougDly furnished, heaud. light
lp all respects.
RRGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
O. Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,

'

IE.

MEXICO.

ed and modem

j

CLEARANCE

jail

Jk hi

THE EDISON BUSINESS PHONOGRAPH enable, the ttenograpW to cat out
twice aa many lattara aa lha otherwise could.

24-25-a-

in their nature, demanded additional

I

Edison (JrandOperaRecords75. and 1.00
i here are Edison dealers everywhere.
Go to the nearest and hear the Edison
Phonograph play boM Kdison Standard and Amberol Records and get complete
from
cataiuKs
your dealer or from us.
iiational Phonograph Co., 75 Lakeside Ayonue, Orance. N. J.

TO EL PASO

NEW

"A."

1

many times over with the money you have
paid for tickets for concerts, theatres,
vaudeville shows and other amusement
not nearly so satisfactory as the entertainment that comes
out of the horn of an Edison Phonograph.
You never heard Harry Lauder as well as he
sings on
an Edison Amberol Record. You never heard Slezak,
Martin or Constantino to such good advantage as you
hear them on the Edison Phonograph. You never have
had in any one evening such a program as you can have
any evening, at home, with an Edison Phonograph.
If you care for amusement at all and who does not?
then this is absolutely the best bargain in amusement
the world offers the Edison Phonograph, invented and
produced by Thomas A. Edison, Victor Herbert's music
reproduced for the Edison Phonograph by Victor Herbert's
own orchestra, all of the great singers, all of the great
musicians, all in your own home at any time, for the exclusive amusement of your own family and your own guests.

Battle That Is Being Waged to

room and modern utensils. The great
need was made known to our membership. Immediately the money necessary, voluntarily contributed, began
to pour in until the amount in hand
was sufficient to warrant the board of

ROSWELl.,

"Tht Weit Point of the 6outhvt."

Phonograph

ADDITION

vSkiLCome

New Mexico Military Institute
Armv Officers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

CUI5U!

Describes the Noble Work
That International Typographical Union is Doing

Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. IT.
At the Union Printers Home today
the library addition to that institution
was formally dedicated. The Union
Printers Home is the only institution
of its kind in the world conducted
by a trade union for the benefit of its
indigent and sick members. The value
of the property is estimated at one
million dollars, and the addition that
was dedicated today cost $30,000. It
colhouses the Home's magnificent
volumes.
books
12,000
of
lection
Among the speakers were Mayor
lief."
Avery, of this city, a representative
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
of the local typographical union, a repCo., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburresentative of Denver Typographical
United
New York, sole agents for the
Union and President James M. Lynch,
States.
of the International Tyiiographical
Union. The exercises were attended
by a large number of people. PresiNEW MEXICO CENTRAL R. R.
dent Lynch made the principal address, and, among other things, said.
CHEAP RATE
"We meet today to participate in
the dedication ceremonies incident to
the latest addition to the institution
Aviation Week Feb. 25-2- 7
known as the Union Printers Home,
26th. the Library Addition.
On Sale Feb.
G od returning March 2nd.
"Many of you are acquainted with
$13.40 Round Trip $13.40 the wonderful development of this
property. You will recall that the
FOR SCOTTISH RITE MEETING
main building occupied a barren and
desolate hillside that through loyalty
March 21st to 26th.
on the part of the union printers on
One and One Third Fare for Round
this continent, patience on the part
of the management and industry on
Trip
the part of its assistants has been deOn Sale March 17-2- 3
veloped until now it is one of the
INOLHSIVE
most beautiful parks in this section;
Good return ihg March 30th. that from time to time new buildings
J. P. LYNG,
have been erected and improvements
C. T. & P. A.
have been made until at this time the
facilities of the Union Printers Home
are adequate to all demands.
"The history of the Library Addi
tion is typical of the history of the
entire institution. An insignificant
collection of books of a few hundred
volumes has grown to more than ten
thousand volumes. A room, commowas needed to
dious and
house the collection. The requirements of the Home, purely domestic

I
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GOODS

EUGEIMIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YRDOS

NEW

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

Phone Red 103

thorough-demand-

WEST

THE WEST,

fav-fo-

,

lung-healin- g

,

,

TOM AS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

s

Stripling-Burrow-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager

s

!

i
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SANTA
A.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
F. WALTER.
Vice President.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
23
75
65

f aily per week by carrier

2.00
1.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
7.00 Weekly, per quarter

Daily, per month, Ly carrier
Daily, per month, ay mail
Daily, per year, by mail

75

all-im--

LIRE

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in Xew Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing
Southwest.
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the

.

A Safeguard to Children.
OF THE HOTEL BUSI-- j
I
with
NESS.
feverishness
Threatening
United States consuls report that children is quickly and safely canned
Switzerland lives almost entirely off by Preventics.
These little Candy
its tourist trade, but that there would Cold Cure Tablets should always be
be a very small tourist trade indeed, at hand for promptness
is
it. were not for the splendid system j,ortant.
Preventics contain no qui-o- f
hotels, of which the tiny republic,- - nine, nothing harsh or sickening.
not nmch larger than Socorro county, They are indeed "the stitch in time."
has 1,896, represent ins an investment Carried in pocket, or purse. Preven-o- f
$120,000,000. or twice the assessed tics are a genuine safeguard against
valuation of New Mexico. The Swiss Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
hotel keeper is much handicapped, Co.
for his season is very short, not to
exceed four months, while at Santa
Fe, the season is twelve months. He WOODY'S HACK
considers himself lucky during the
season if he rents 112 per cent of his
From
rooms and on such percentage pays
BARRANCA TO TAOS
big dividends, besides going to the
schools
in
of
expense
maintaining
Meets Both North South
which the art of hotel keeping
is
Bounds Trains.
Such a school has been estaught.
tablished at Lausanne, where boys
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are taught French, German, English,
the north bound train and arrives at
Spauish, bookkeeping, marketing, the Taos at 7 p. m.
arrangement of menus, cooking, the
Ten miles shorte" than any other
cutting up of meats, the carving of wav. Good covered hack and good
fowls, fish and game, hotel hygiene teams.
and when graduated are sent to the
big cities of Berlin, Paris and Vienna Every Tiling dene Xs 2vafce Pbu
for post graduate work at famous senger Comfcita'ble,
hotels and restaurants. The students
return educated hotel men and proud
of their profession.
This is but an
indication of the great possibilities
that exist here in Santa Fe for such
a hostelry as the Hotel De Vargas is
planned to be, and what it might do
for Santa Fe in attracting the tourist
traffic, diverting it from points far
For 19 years the only
less interesting but blessed with hotel
first class tonsorial parlor
facilities and therefore making
a
in
aanta Fe.
bid
the
for
tourist
trade.
special
And what is also true, such a tourist
OUR NEW PITCH
hotel would help every other hotel
TREATMENT
in the citv and would heln to make
dividends for such as show no profits is guaranted to cure, (not only
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money cn the most, favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
slocks in all mirkets for its customers.
Buys 'and sells
domestic and for;isn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency publi- - or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the

WUIVItIN uhim rvcer .otnt. i
EDUCATION
OF
CAMPAIGN
So the correspondent or me .ew
AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS.
There are special reasons why San- Mexican at Chicago wrote in nis very
intPi-Pstein the na-- : interesting weekly letter yesterday,
v
o
tuberculosis. and the Washington Herald agrees
on
warfare
i'.n', o
neonle born with him, for it says:
,.0,vt
were
"A Chicago police magistrate, after
supposed
here and living here,
t
to be immune from the ravages of long years of observation and experi-thawo
that
declares
it
unequivocally
of
late
but
hasjence,
dread disease,
become a frightful f;ictor in decimat- men keep secrets much more surely
ol than men, jokesmiths, philosopners,
ing native families. A low power
resistance, carelessness as to sanita- and alleged history to the contrary
tion, poverty, and especially promis- notwithstanding. He avers that un-in
ihru
cuous expectoration on the streets the smaller things, the relatively
may be true
and in the homes, are potent causes important matters, it loose-togued;
that carry consumption into regions that woman is the more
and as that she is naturally somewhat gosthat formerly did not know if, anti-exsipy, and her domestic status, unlong as Santa Fe enforces no
nectoration ordinance, death in its eventful as it usually is, inclines her
most hideous form will enter more to small talk. But when it comes to
and more of the humble homes of the the things that actually count the
native people and snatch here a vital, compelling, tremendous things at
j
present.
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
woman, according to tins,
uicago
daughter, there a son, always some
man
other
so
that
tar beyond
scalp irritations. We also
dear one on whom hopes for the fu- official, is
o.
ridiculous
a complete 'me ol all the
are
rv
H.
Bursum
car
was
all
Hon.
but
vieht
the
(comparisons
ture were built.
Definite instruction concerning the Moreover, he says that nine out of man to send to Washington, D. C., to popular hair and racial tonics
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
nature and methods of prevention of ten police officers know this to be iook alter .ew Mexico s interests in
HERPICIDE, 0E LUXE QUININE & HTCH
less true, whatever the aspect of the ques- tne siacenoou uni. it is true, ueie- tuberculosis is being given to
'
ate Andrews was doing all in his
BATHS BATHS BATHS
One
in
that 6 per cent of the public school tion may be in other walks of life.
"Doubtless it is all as the Chicago power to secure favorable conditions
children of the United States accordCuisine and
man says. It seems likely enough, for admission
Lirge Sample
and he succeeded
ing to a bulletin issued today by the
LAUNDRY
HUBBS
Aeeuts
connection
in
when
Table
Room for ComService
contemplated
in many respects where no other repNational Association (or the Study
Phone us, wewillbeg-ladtocallfoyour
with certain characteristics of wom- resentative could have done
Unex
mercial Travelers
and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
any good,
shown an that are universally admitted. but Chairman Bursum of the Repub- laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
Recent investigation has
and
and deliveron Thursdays
Fridays
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO)
WASHINGTON AVENUE
that in only nine cities, Washington, Take the matter of bearing physical lican central committee has a standAll work is guaranteed: your
mere
for
is
instance,
a.,
scarcely
pain,
Richmond,
D. C, Dallas, Texas,
both by reason of his office and
mended
are
ing
and
buttons
socks
will not
sewed on you shirts, without
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Detroit, Mich., a physician anywhere who
his personality that makes him a powwoman
will
the
that
tell
text
average
you
are
special
and Knoxville, Tenn.,
extra charge.
erful
factor
he
exerts
his
wherever
books being used or lectures being bear without a murmur pain that energies and talents on behalf of any PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
AMERICAN AND
In three would drive men to suicide. Woman cause. At
given about tuberculosis.
Washington, D. C, he at
EUROPEAN PLAN
lffVfJs?- -' ..-- .
'w-a- !
states and one territory, Michigan, shrinks shudderingly from the slight- once reached the ears of the inner
l
sania
she
est
faces
but
and
impending
Carolina
danger,
North
'
Massachusetts,
most and small circle of men who
Porto Rico, laws have been passed re- a real crisis when it is upon her in shape
legislation. He presented New
to.
man
a
way
rarely rises
quiring that instruction about the naMexico's cause with such straight- B
tuof
I
our
of
Chicago magistrate,
ture and methods
prevention
'If,' says
forwardness and so convincingly, and
berculosis be given in all public 'we could get the wives, sisters, moth
schools. In Tennessee, the stale de- - ers, and sweethearts of Chicago to yet, without fear or cravenness, that
he was given concessions on behalf
partnient of education has requested tell their secrets, we should soon clear of the
territories, that will prove an
and
ot
be
hundreds
instruction
such
up
impeneseemingly
that,
given,
invaluable
heritage to the people of
us
baffled
has issued circulars for this pur- trable mysteries that have
' v
J
,
A if
"JA
( ?
v
J. E. LACOME
the Sunshine state for all time to
we
for
cannot
it.
do
But
West
Vir;
many
years.
and
New
In
Jersey
pose.
bet-- '
come.
Mr.
for
but
Bursum,
Bully
s
are
the
Methods
miserable
that
drag
giving instruction
ginia
and the at- truth from men, time and again, fail ter still for the commonwealth and
hung in every school-rooProprietor
-i
tention of all children is called to utterly when applied to women. There the Republican party.
them. The actual number of children, may be a way to get them to tell the
Editor William M. Merger of Belen,
Commodious Sample Horn
however, who will this year be taught secrets we know they possess, but
''Where prices are
by their teachers that tuberculosis we have never discovered it, and nev- wants every one in New Mexico to:
attend the Mills inauguration and his!
is a communicable, infectious disease, er expect to.'
Lcng Distance Tclephcr.s Statisn.
"All of which seems to ring true. It advice should find heed in every heart.
and that k can lie prevented, will not
for safe quality"
He says:
a WOman, anyhow!''
exceed one million. If the state lawsjs s0
"The citizens of the city of Santa
requiring such instruction were strict. .
.
Steam Heated: Electric
FIRST CLASS CAPE
ly enforced, at least 2,000,000 children HELPING TO TAKE THE CENSUS. v e are making extensive arrangeto Make
Resolution
Que
Room
ments for the inauguration of Gov- j
would be reached.
Lighted,
Every
The Department of Education of
(IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
While tuberculosis does not cause New Mexico is to be praised for en- ernor Mills. The exercises promise
t
chilbe of an imposing nature and
as many deaths among school
tering upon a campaign through the
What other 1910 Resoiu
dren as it does among workingmen public schools to explain the signific- ample provision will be made by the
PRESS THE BUTTON "WE TO THE BEST.
or among infants under five years of ance of the census about to be taken committee of arrangements to take
tion youmay make
age, the National Association gives and of the schedules which the enu- care of the large number of visitors
some figures to show how serious the merators must fill out. It is certain who are expected to be present from
Resolve now that you will
disease is among this class. Based that such a course will help materi- every section of New Mexico. There
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOOM ON
at KAUNK & (JO. the
trade
estimated
is
it
on the census of 1900,
ally to give Xew Mexico a square deal ought to be a big crowd present, as
resolua
is
that nearly 100,000 children now in in this decennial taking of stock. the event may become historic, as it
Jt
coming year.
If you drop in at S o'clocx you can get a hot
school will die of tuberculosis before Census director,
be
the
last
may
governor
enuand
for
own
inaugurated
interest,
supervisor
tion In your
Now
they are eighteen years of age, or merators cannot alone bring about under a territorial form of governsiipper ready to eat and you will not have to
means
best
the
possible
from
it
die
6,400
about
annually
that
conditions that will result in a com- ment; in addition to which the more
this disease. Estimating that on an plete and accurate census unless the of us there will not only be a comOuriiicronsing patronage is the
table supplies at lowest poswait.
best proof that we merit yours.
average each child who dies of tuber- general public takes interest and pliment to the new executive, but an
sible prices.
o'"
schooling helps. It is
culosis has had six years
and
noteworthy too that the assurance to him of
G.MJPK HERREEA.
the aggregate loss to the country in New Mexico newspapers are helping fealty. Let us have a bigloyalty
Propritor.
crowd presamounts
each
wasted education
year
to spread information about ent from all over his bailiwick."
mightily
to $1,152,000. According to investi- the census and to rouse the interest
Think it over isn't KAUSK
gations made in New York, Boston of the public. In the towns and
were
It
to
Suppose
the
reported
&
Vo, the logical store for you
and Stockholm, the percentage of cities, the commercial bodies should Senate committee on territories at
children who are afflicted with tuberto
patronize through T910.
with the census officials, Washington on Friday of this week
culosis is much larger than the death so that each town may be credited that the city council
first Class and TloroniMy
,
of the Capital of
rate would indicate.
with a complete count of population the Sunshine State-to-brefused to
The National Association for the and wealth. The importance of this pass an
ordinance
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis is acknowledged by the big cities as advocated by the Board of Trade, the
declares that there are two ways of the following editorial from the Den health physician and all decent peo- CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET,
Ide, and that the refusal was based
checking the ravages of tuberculosis ver News indicates:
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
& COMPANY
among school children. The first
"The commercial bodies of Denver on the argument: "We can't pass
For Commercial Travelers Electric Light
In every Room
way is to instruct every school child have declared that they will insure such an ordinance because the city
about the dangers of the disease, and Denver a fair deal at the coming cen- election is near and it would hurt us
Modern Baths.
to show them how they themselves sus. The Times has no doubt that the with the voters!" What kind of catraav nrevent tuberculosis in their declaration is made in good faith: tle, do you suppose, the Senators, inBBS
homes. The second method is to es but we want to urge that the time to cluding those friendly to us, would
chilr
all
schools
for
to
us
take
be?
open-aitablish
get Denver a square deal is right
dren who have tuberculosis or who ilOW.
It is fortunate for the Fort Sumner
are suspected cases, segregating them
YOU TAKE
"Ten years ago the matter was alin Guadalupe county that the
from the healthy children.
country
PAINS
lowed to go by default; and a census
townsite dispute has been
unseemly
was
in
which
turned
undoubt settled and that the town will be
report
HERE IS A VERY EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
to make the chilSioux City, Iowa, on Tuesday by a edly did great
to the city. known in future
injustice
Fort
as
Sumner.
The
the
votes
look
747
dren
adopted
pretty
majority of
At a time when all the indications
Fort Sumner valley is certain to have
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
commission form of government. Eau
for a day.
to Denver as containing at
just
pointed
Claire, Wisconsin, the same day adopt- least 100,000 inhabitants, the census a great future, for It is fertile, its Why not preserve
climate is ideal and water for irried a commission charter with a ma- takers found but 133,000. A
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
checkup gation is abundant. It can be made the me m o r y of
of
Seventy-fiv- e
votes.
900
of
jority
afterward gave strong evidence that a
their
by
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifi
prettiness
naSumFort
of
the
and
paradise
the most progressive cities
the census was wrong; but it was offi- nerprosperous
of
means
will become a thriving city. There
tion are now "commission" municipal- cial, and there was no way of contro
are few places in the Territory that
ities. Of course, Santa Fe will some verting it
PERMANENT
have quite so favorable an outlook
Excellent . Assortments- of
day have a business administration
Don't
PHOTOGRAPHS
"Now
the
the
of
schools, at this time.
;
'too, but it wouldn't' be deserving of the directory,testimony
Fail
Many
the busines organizaBurned Leather Goods . ; ,
Platinum Prints
its name "The Ancient" and "Manana tions, the
v'. other
to
evof
utilities
and
public
Editor Kleinfelder of the Obar representthe highes
Bnrned Wooden Placqnes
Town," if it were to step into the pro- ery other man
articles
Call
or institution in
Progress, soothingly suggests that standard in Photo-raph- y
gressive line before another genera- tion to know, is that Denver has posiAll
of
Drawn
Kinds
Wort
not
.
and
the word "graft" be retired as it
tion has come and gone. It's nice to less than
and .will not
inhabitants. We seems to hurt sensitive people. He
200,000
attract
leather Pillows Tops
Inspect
be awake but oh, you siesta!
or discolor
want them counted.
fade
We want the recommends the term
"Unexplained
exact standing which the city dew
YOU CAN GET
as a substitute. However,
The Naravisa New Mexican, in serves made a matter of official rec- Usufruct"
a
Limburger , by any other name,
THEM HERE
'word and picture, in its most recent ord, and sent out to the world. And would
be a Limburger just the same.
and
of
the
growth
proof
gives
to
issue,
the only way
be sure of getting
surpassing a steel
1SJ
progress of the town of Naravisa In this is to go to work now; not wait
in softGovernor
presided over the ngraving
the northeastern Panhandle of Quay till the mischief is done, and then deliberations Curry
Proprietor
tone.
and
ness
the
of
territorial
Repubcounty. At the four corners at the pass resolutions about it." How about lican central
committee
301-30- 3
Tuesday
Santa Fe, N,M.
San Francisco bt.
intersection of two streets, four brick Greater Santa Fe?
EI Pioon Gallery
and also took a very active part in its
and concrete business structures are
No one is asking just
discussions.
tarlos Vlerra
going up, which is going some even
now: "Is George Curry a Republitree
for the rapidly growiDg towns of the It is time forin the annual
can?"
j
Santa Fe.
campaign
.
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SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
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J. MeCash of Iowa City, is a sightseer in the city.
F. F. Jennings,' an attorney of
is at the Claire hotel.
W'il-lar-

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.

Mrs. J. J. Bergman, of Mora, is registered at the Palace hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. James of Fresno, Colo.,
is at the Hotel Modern,
j
A. C. Kearney, a traveling man from j
j
Kansas City, is ;1t the Palace.
in
of
Boyd Wyatt,
Denver, a dealer
When you want a good glove, bat
cattle, is registered at the Claire.
j
D. C. Howell, of Willard, Torrance
or ball, come in and let us shew
.county, is visiting friends in this city.
you some "GOOD ONF.b"
Mrs. E. C. Abbott has returned
from a pleasant visit to Denver, Co-- ;
lorado.
FOR SALE
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction A. A. Gallegos is quite
ill at his home.
V.. H. Smith of Moriarty. Torrance; j
county, is registered at the Hotel I
Modern.
B. C. Speers, a well known lumber-- I
man of Truchas, Rio Arriba county,
himmm
IS
is at the Claire.
m
,.Ji TA. L. Cassidy, a traveling man from
San Francisco, is registered at the
I Adam, 4,004 B. C had li ved and earned $10 a day until now,
Palace hotel.
22
million
dollars.
he would have earned less than
JAP.A.LAC will made old iur.
F. E. Availing, an auditor of the
If he had found ONE dollar and nut. it out at ONE per cent comDenver and Rio Grande railroad, isj
niti' re Jook like new.
$664,597,604,-385,947,04pound interest that one dollar would now amount to
at the Claire hotel.
All kinds of floor paints, oils
F. B. Schmentker, insurance agent
...
at Albuquerque, spent yesterday after
& Trust Co.
United States
varnishes, Alabastine and Kal- noon in Santa Fe.
somine
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
L. F. Graff, representing a paper
concern of Denver, is calling on busi-- j
ness men in this citv.
OF
Masters DeForest and Xeill Lord
Fo
went to Las Vegas this morning
visit their uncle Doctor Lord.
l' OK THE FAMOUS
AY. S. Cobb of
&.
C- and
I
Albuquerque,
STUDEBAKEK WAGONS
Fred Porter of Denver, are traveling;
salesmen at the Palace hotel.
(Established 1882)
Colonel "Venceslao Jaramillo of El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, was an ar- 'ival on last evening's Denver and Rio
Grande train.
Colonel Leopold Moss, the inventor
of a ventilated mattxess and who
owns an interest in several hotels in
the west, is at the Palace.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
RENT
Modern Houses for
and SALE;
has returned from Roswell where he
attended a meeting of the stockholdFruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
ers of the Jaffa Praeger Company.
We have everything in the above lines.
THAT HE WAS THE
I have received a fine
Coal Oil Inspector Malanuias Martinez and Squire Hartt left this forein
For full particulars pall or
119 San Francisco St.
assortment of violets
noon for Taos. They will return for
address the above company Phone. Fed Ko. 189
3-- HE
Governor Mills' inauguration.
and other spring goods.
Adjutant General and Mrs. R. A.
Ford returned last evening from Roswell. They made the trip from Ros
MISS A MUGLER
well to Torrance in an automobile in
'
Sou iheasi Curner Piaza.
four hours.
X.
Jay Plowe, the well known solo
flutist, and Currier Deming, the con
ALSO Dealers in Furniture
cert pianist, both of whom will be!
heard in recital tonight are register-- ' $12.4347
op
LIVESTOCK.
ed at the Palace hotel.
j
ani Rugs -- F0R
Assistant Territorial Engineer M. C.i Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 17. C t'.t loMiller will accompany Engineer Snlli-- j Receipts, ?.,000. includlns 200 go uih- All kinds of furnishings frooa tjhinawara to stoves, and
van on nts Good iioads trip on n hiclij c.Yjs; market, strong to V) c ts high
chairs, table
ranges, Also a tiie assortment of
he starts tomorrow and which will er. Native steers ?". 25f. 7.50 ; southlor tue babies.
and hat ra.ks. Wagner foi'dmg
take him to Bernalillo, Silver City. ern uteres $4.75?m1..jO; southern cows
Taey are GREVT!!
Mogollon; Carrizozo and Roswell.
native cows and heifers
$U.0O.?r5.00;
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
Fulgencia C. de Baca of Leon, and ?:!.005;'0.25; stackers and feeders S3. 75
Leon Salazar,
both Union county 05.90; bulls $4.00 5.30; calves $4.50
boaiethicg to interest you.
steers $5.0i!f?-7.00stockmen, were in 'Santa Fe today on C9.00; western
ofcows
$3.005.00.
western
business with the territorial land
fice.
They report that Ihe ratine is
Receipts. 9,000; market, 10
Hogs
in fine condition and that stock has cents higher. Bulk of sales $$.S0(?
and
wintered well.
9 05; heavy $9.00 (ft 9.1 0; packers
Ornamental Doors.
ht
?8.70
TWO THINGS THAT MADE 6EoRGE:WA-5H-IN6TOGovernor Curry, Territorial Treas- batchers $S.90ffi 9.10;
urer M. A. Otero, Superintendent J. .95; pis $7.50S.25.
TAMoU-- WA.5 THAT HE
THE
W. Raynolds, Game Warden T. P.
Receipts, 5.000; market,
Sheep
AND
THE
TOLD
HATCHET
TRUTH.
fr1
lambs
Gable, Adjutant General and Mrs. R. strong.- Muttons $5.507.00;
WE TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT OUR RoYAL
2 k
A. Ford, Mrs. J. H. Sloan chaperon- $8 00 9.00; fed western wethers and
LINE OF TAILORED CLOTHING To ORDER
ing her niece and Miss Anita Bergere, yen; lings $0.00 ft 8.50; fed western
forenoon for Las Vegas to ewes $5.50C6.50.
left
this
AND
THE HATCHET ON PRICED WHEN
3
Kvf
attend the reception in honor of Chief
8
Chicago, Feb. 17. Cattle Receipts
MARKED
WE
THEM.
Justice Mills tonight. They will re- 9,000.
Market steady to strong.
THERE ARE No BETTER OR SNAPPIER
turn tomorrow.
steers
Texas
Beeves
$4.457.S0;
steers
western
LINE TO BE .SEEN ANYWHERE AT ANY!PRICE.
steers $4.505.2O;
$4.20 6.10; stackers and feeders $4.20
IF YOU PREFER To PAY 5oME ONE
o.55; cows and heifers $2.305.90;
FOR
A JUIT WHEN WE CAN JELL YoU A
calves $7f9.20.
'
BETTER ONE AND ABETTER FIT AND SNAPPIER
MONEY AND METALS.
Hogs
Receipts 24,000. Market
are made to perfection from our
MAKE-U- P
FOR
New York, Feb. 17 Lead dull 440;, ten to fifteen higher. Light $S.75
THAT
YOUR
Lumber) because the wood is
Will Fill Every Prescription
heavy
dull, standard spot and March 9.25; mixed $S.759.57
copper
and
perfect in every particular
12.87
Call mon- $8.85 (ft 9.32
rough $8.85 9; good
Silver 52
NOW
THE TIME To GET IN YoUR EA-5TEstrictest care and unfailing fidelity to
21-2to choice heavy
free from every imperfection of Withdoctor's
pigs
$99.32
Prime
mercantile
ey
paper
orders. Too much may depend 41-2the
ORDER
Mexican dollars 44; Amal- $7.909.05; bulk $9.109.20.
knots, cracks and warpings. on the medicine he proscribes to admit of
New
PRICE-Market
RAN6E FROM $ 1
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ditches and there used for irrigation
of 8.000 acres.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 24th of April 1910, and all persons who may oppose the granting of
the above application must file their
objections substantiated with affidavits (properly packed with application number )with the Territorial Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
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when
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one going so far as to shout' Hur- said she went back to Brooklyn and League announced its schedule for
PAUL A. F. WALTER
rah I'
remained there while the doctor 1910 today. One of its feature is
Attorney-at-La"Justice Crane ordered the court served his sentence and then for sev- that it contains only a few conflict- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
room cleared, and the friends nocked eral years lived in a Manhattan flat ing dates with the National League.
M., 6:15 p. m.
The list, as usual, contains 154 games.
There Mrs. with his late choice as a partner.
E. C. ABBOTT
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., Into the clerk's office.
On
Hendrick came out of her faint, cry- much amuseS:55 a. m.
Chicago, as usual, has the greatest
Attorney-at-Laing, 'Oh, Charlie, I love you! I love ment was created when the attorney number of conflicting dates.
There
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S., at
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were unfamiliar.
to
they
and
work
to
get
set
consideration of the House. The new the territory
Sincerity of Manner.
gether the delegation of representa- (
code of rules provides lhat hills pro- tive and strong men, and send them to j "I have been asked that question
"and
before," said Mine. Yaw
viding for the admission of new states Washington; u is not too late ny au I have answered it as I smiling,
now answer
time
the
reverse,
the
It
may be called up at any time.
means; quHe
dis-Start in and com- - it. If the singer is sincere and noj
would not be surprising if the Wyo- seems propitious.
seems
. ...
the
there
nr.
sincerity
i,Kntv plays
ming bill should become a law in 30 mence to neiy yuursfivcs mm ivm... reason why the auditor should not
nf ot.her hell) will be forthcoming. derive
days.
from the song when
Editorial Information from Wash- Lose no more time, the best interests ii. is wellpleasure
It
does not seem to me
sun;;.
of New Mexico, which
ington is to the effect that sentiment oi i lie
haf
mi(j(
un,,,,rstand ,he word8
is are your own uesi mieivsis, uniwuuoi
as to this territory's admission
song
to
favorable
and
speedy and effective action.
becoming
changing
Evldenlly Mnu Yaw thinks music
a
Notes,
New Mexico, but that it will take
is music tinder any other name or in
Governor Prince has received for any language a song will be
strong effort to get the boon of statejust as
hood this session. The New Mex- distribution a large number of pamph- sweet provided it is sung sweetly,
ican's informant is a member of the lets on the silver question including just as a tourist hearing a bird wai-blin Russia could derive as much
house committee on territories. He the proceedings complete of the rethinks that a strong delegation of cent national silver question.
pleasure from the warbler's notes as
Mr. A. Staab. the most successful lrom a
New Mexico's lepresentative citizens
jn
at
wholesale
once,
merchant in the territory,
come
to
Mme Yaw then said that she sings
should
Washington
and appear before the senate and returned yesterday from a trip to in five languages but many of her
encores are in English "I try to
house committees in support of admis- Taos and vicinity.
There will be a fireman's ball at please the whole audience every one
He is of the opinion that a
sion.
in the audience," she said with angreat many, if not all, western con- Gray's opera house tonight.
of
the
other
sweet smile.
prothe
senators
national
favor
The
and
superintendent
gressmen
The great prima donna then showject and that by judicious, timely and census has asked the county officers
constant work, opposition from the for a complete report of the financial ed some animation as she asked:
east and south can be overcome, and condition of Santa Fe county. It is on "Will there be any Spanish speaking
tomorrow
changed in New Mexico's favor. A occasions like this that those who people at the theater
for
She
motive
the
of
cause
explained
the
night?"
good many of the statements made by fail to take an interest in
the opponents of statehood have al- good government on election day asking the question by saying that,
she knew a pretty Spanish song and
ready been proven to be either very ought, to feel like crawling into their
far fetched or in some cases utterly holes and pulling the holes in after would sing it if there were Spanish
speaking people in the audience
untrue, and the conditions of the ter- them.
That High Note.
its
becomtook
are
of
our
and
grind
The
up
people
grand jury
ritory
But
that
high note that has made
ing much better understood. Now, again at 10 o'clock this morning.
Mme. Yaw famous. Where is it? She
pointed it out on the piano. Yes, "E
nItimKimn" is ''wnv 1111"
there and
leaves but five more notes on the
piano. She will reach this note to
N. night in an encore, a Swiss song.
n
ri A H 4r a
AND
Needless to say that she will not linger "long and lovingly" on this super
exalted E, even if she should be aided
by Santa Fe's high altitude. But in
was
not
other
on,
that voice of golden beauty glove. She
It is
putting the
tne last song on the program Lucia
nor is it the conscientious devotion to and she had a big fur coat near her. rii T.nmm.rn,nor Mm Vnw will hnirt
her art; it is not what critics have Sne was evidently preparing for the high G, which is so much higher than
declared her "unimpeachable musical tour "al fresco" all right. But re- the high C certain soprano soloists
intuition" united with remarkable membering that her manager had brag about taking that it will remind
personal beauty that strike the inter- made an appointment with a news- one of the aerial ascensions of Mme.
viewer on meeting and talking with paper man Mme. Yaw declared she Yaw's countrymen in California.
Mme. Ellen Beach Yaw, America's would keep it (incidentally keeping
Strike that high G and then go to
great coloratura soprano. It is rath- the chauffeur waiting for several
high E on your piano, look at the
er the unmistakably sweet disposi- handful of notes left arid then you will
see in a "graphic" manner that Mme.
Yaw merits the title of the singer
' voice.
with the "sky-hig(
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Ago To.
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cats

20

After The Grippe

"

"I am much pleased, to be able to write and thank
you for what Cardui has done for me," writes Mrs. Sarah
J. Gilliland, of Siler City, N. C.
"Last February, I had the Grippe, which left me in
bad shape. Before that, I had been bothered with female
trouble, for ten years, and nothing seemed to cure it
"At last, I began to take Cardui. 1 have taken only
three bottles, but it has done me more good than all the
doctors or than any oiher medicine I ever took."

1

I

j

iir--

FOR I. HASH. " or " years, 5 room
house, with ll2 acres, all in fruit,
Charles K. Michael, real estate.
FOR KKN'T Hons.- formerly occupied by the late A. I". Getchell, Gar-tiel- ,i
Ave. Apply to I). M. Read.
-

j

Tak
J42

The Woman's

"

i

Tonic

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
lteht housekeeping, southern expos-- I
, liCj Guadalupe street.

LOST Between Santa Fe and Tent
City, black lyn:c i'iuT. Five dollar
for its return to Palace hotel.
WANT KD To rent two to five
acres, suitable for raising chickens.
I lent v
Miller, lill San Francisco St.

j

of any serious illness, like the
For the
is the best tonic you can use.
in Grip,It Cardui
builds strength, steadies the nerves, improves the
appetite, regulates irregularities and helps bring back the
natural glow of health.
Cardui is your best friend, if you only knew it.
M
Think of the thousands of ladies whom Cardui has
d helped! What could possibly prevent it from helping you?
Remember you cannot get the benefit of the Cardui
M
ingredients in any other medicine, for they are not for sale
J in any drug store except in the Cardui bottle. Try Cardui.

e

if

mj vi

j

3

FOR SAI.K Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles K.
Michael, Real Estate.
FOR SALE

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tcnn.,
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment lor Women." seat free.

j!

Land

acres land.

i'li--

under the Socorro ditch. If. miles
east of El Paso, Tex.. $"u per acre on
terms. Charles K. Michael. Real Estate.

j

j

sr

after-effec- ts

1

WANTED

callable,

By

ener-'eti- o

wpt ?w.jA!i'iiijvf'jf!i

business woman good correspondent,
double entry bookkeeping, etc. Any
kind of office work for all or part of
time. Will keep small sets of books
name.
of
a
name
different,
the
on
schedule
enter
the
Relative to conjugal condition, the by contract. Address "E ,"care of
every person whose usual place of
abode on April 13, 1910. was with the enumerators are to report whether New Mexican.
widowed
family or in the dwelling place for the person is single, married,
which the enumeration is being made. or divorced. Married persons are to alien applies only to foreign-borThe head of the family is to be en- be asked if thev have been married males 21 vears of age and over. It
tered first; then the wife; next the before. If the present marriage is the (1()(,K m)t ai,,,ly to f,.m.,ies f0 foreign- children, whether sons or daughters, first, the fact is to be indicated sec-by- nonl minors, or to any male born in
,he ,,jt0(1 states. If the person was
in the order of their ages; and lastly, the sign "M. 1;" but if it is the
ond or subsequent marriage, then the born ai,road. but has become a full
a11 other persons living with the fain
is to write "M. 2," mean- - ciijZPn either by taking out second or
ily, whether relatives, boarders, lodg- enumerator
more than once.
married
flna
famof naturalization or
of
ing
head
the
or
papers
servants. The
ers,
The question calling for the number through the naturalization of his par- ily, whether husband or father, widow or unmarried person of either sex, of years of the present marriage is ents wl,i)o h(1 was un,Pr the age of 21
is to be designated by the word declared by the census bureau to ap- years, the enumerator is to write
mar- "Xa." (for
naturalized). If he has
"head;" and the other members of a ply only to persons reported as
the declared his intention to become an
should
answer
and
the
give
family as wife, father, mother, son, ried,
number of years married to the pres- American citizen and taken out his
daugjhter, grandson, daughter-in-law- ,
ent husband or wife. Thus a woman "first papers," the enumerator is to
'Vlcle' aunl' ulwv'
servant, etc., according to the partic- who mav have been married for 10 write "Pa." If he has taken no steps
years to a' former husband, but has toward becoming an American citizen,
u," la,u u'B"" WU1"
been married only 3 years to her pres- - Write "Al" (for alien). The inquiry
bea,s t0 tne nead of the famlly'
ent husband, should be returned as as t0 tne ability t0 speak English ap- married 3 years. The number of pijes t0 an ,,p.rsons 10 years of age
LaGrippe pains that pervade the
entered should be the number or over
the
years
English is spoken,
tire system. LaGrippe cougs that of completed years. A person who enumeratorjf must
in"
write
"English"
rack and strain, are quickly cured by on April 13, the "Census Day," has the proper column. If the person
Foley's Honey and Tar. Is mildly lax- - been married 3 years and 11 months enumerated is not able to
speak Eng- ative, safe and certain in results. Sold should be returned as married
enumerator is required, in
the
ijsh
& Co.
by
years. For a person married less than such cases onIVj T0 write out tlle
1
year, the entry is to be 0, mean- ,lame of the language spoken,
as
Last evening, pleasant hours were NATIVE AND FOREIGN
etc. If
ing less than 1 year.
German,
French,
Italian,
spent with Mme. Yaw, at the elegant
in the case of persons speaking more than one language is spoken by
BORN PEOPLE.
Prichard home by Mrs. B. M. Thom
Polish or reporting that they were a pf,rs,m wi,0, however, does not speak
as, Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mrs. Paul A. F.
born in Poland, which is no longer
then the enumerator is to
Walter and Miss Massie of the Worn-- ! Washington, Feb. 17. What the an independent country, the en inner- - English,
name of that language
Write
the
an's Board of Trade under whose aus- - census enumerators are required to ator is to inquire whether the birth- - which is his native
language or
pices Mme. Yaw sings tonight, Mrs. learn
was in what is now known as t.r tongue.
of birth of
the
place
regarding
Bean, Miss Bean and Mrs. W. D. native-boror Austrian Poland,
and foreign-borpersons, German Poland,
Mrs. Bean and Miss Bean
Hayes.
or Russian Poland, and he must write
played and Mrs. Hayes sang for the and other personal facts concerning the answer accordingly
as Poland
guest of honor Mrs. Hayes by special the latter class, in taking the
Poland (Aust.), or Poland,
lmcreaUMi &ua sliouhl know
(Ger.),
the wimik-- ul
again singing for Mme. toenth United States census, begin-Ya- (Russ.).
MARVELWhirlingSpray
this forenoon.
13 next is fuly set fortn
If the birthplace reported is Cana-- j
llie new Viii'liml (.yrli rr.
Apri
ning
'
lk'st .Most eonW'n- in the printed instructions prepared da, the enumerator is required to ask
let.t. It l'UUI64-You economize greatly when using bv the United states census bureau whether the person is of English or
lnsuuitly..
AT'
Abk
Dr. Shoop's new
coffee substitute to guide them in mling Ule p0puiiX. French descent and write Canada
he cnnnt buiiniy tlie
known to first class grocers every- - tion schedule. It is pointed out that (Eng.) or Canada (Fr.), according to It
M
It V K I., a' vpt no
otUiT. but si"!(l atamn fur
as
where
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee. all tne questions relate onlv to con-- the answer.
MlutitratPrt bnok waled. It pives L7;,
m
inn particulars anil
in.
25c 11-pound package gives 100 ditions existing on April 13, the
The question calling for the year of valuable
to l.wlica. M l. I.I, It.
Ku.t 2iid Mre.'t, M W VOHh..
of a wonderfully satisfying table sus rjav."
immigration to the United States apdrink.
t"he
Pure toasted grains malt,
of
foreign-bormale
of
to
birth
all
0n
SUOject of piaee
persons,
plies
nuts, etc., give to Health Coffee a a native-borperson the instructions and female, of whatever age. It
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
wholesome, and satisfying taste and state tnat if the pcrson was born in should be answered therefore, for
flavor. And there is not a grain of the
jjnited States the enumerator is every person whose birthplace was
real coffee in it Besides, Health to give the state or territorv (not in a foreign country. The enumera-- '
MASONIC.
Coffee is "made in a minute." No 20 itv nr tnwn in
p,.. tor must enter the year in which the
hnrn.
to 30 minutes tedious boiling, Sold son born in what is now West Vir- person came to the United States. If
Montezuma Lodge No
by Frank Andrews.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ginia, North Dakota, South Dakota, or he has been in the United States more
ular
communications
Oklahoma should be reported as so than once, the year of his first arFAMILY AND DWELLING
first Mond-vof each
born, although at the time of birth rival is to be stated.
.ft
HOUSE ARE DEFINED. the particular region may have had
month a Masonic hall
The inquiry whether naturalized or
OA
WTtS? ;"
H. H. rORMAX,
Census Enumerators Will Give These
Terms a Much Wider ApplicaActing Master.
ALAN It. McCORD, Secretary.
tion Than Usual.
Washington, Feb. 17. The official
definitions of the terms ''dwelling
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
house" and "family" with reference
R. A. M.
Regular con- '
to the population schedule to be carvocation
second
V,t
Monday of
ried by the enumerators in the ThirfaL-4teenth United States Census, begin
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
ning April 15th next, are explained in T?VERYBODY CAN HAVE BEAUTIFUL
the Census Bureau's lengthy printed l--t HAIR NOW, end tliey dor. t l.ave to
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
WVfiAl(A instructions tO the Canvassers. It is wait weeks and months for resulls either.
pointed out that the answers should You will notice marked improvement after
Santa Fe Commandery' No.
relate only to conditions existing on he very first application,
1, K. T. Regular conclave
April 15th, the "Census Day."
fourth, Monday in each,
and
Danderine is quickly
The words "dwelling house" and
month at Masonic Hall at
the
absorbed
scalp
thoroughly
by
"family" are, for census purposes,
7:30
p. m.
the
shows
the
hair
soon
given a much wider application than mi
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
exettects
ot
wondertullv
its
in
they have
ordinary speech.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
i.Vay"?"i9'.M!',
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Beautiful
Beauty

MME. ELLEN BEACH YAW,
in Personality, With

a Voice of Golden
She Will Be the Stellar Attraction at Elks Theater Tonight.

In

Face, Magnetic

tion that something called magnetic
of the
Then with the simplicity
"personality" that interests and wins truly great men and women of the
one from the moment Mme. Yaw en- world, this fine looking young woman
ters the room.
sat down, looked the interviewer
She was just preparing for a motor calmly and patiently in the eye as
trip when the representative of the much as to say: "I am your victim.
New Mexican called to see her at the Ask your questions, if you please."
home of Colonel and Mrs. Prichard
That Mme. Yaw would have infiniteon Washington avenue yesterday af- ly preferred to have been selhg the
ternoon. She had on her hat and one beautiful sights of Santa Fe, a city

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILROAD
Commencing Monday February 14th 1910Traias wiJlrun as follow
Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.
T
J Arrive
nPA!M
at Kansas Clity 5 60 p. m. next
1

rain l0m

Train Nn

A.

O

An-lviii-

at

UhicaKO 8.20 a. m. 2nd day

Ievinn Torrance
ArrlvliiK

4.05

day

p. in.

at Santa Ke 9.45 p, m.
These trains make connections at Torrance for Passenger and Mull both Ksst and
W"st bound, with trains carrying standard and tourist sleepers, chair car and
coaches

daylight train to el pao
Leavlntr Santa Fe 8,4' a. m.
Arriving HI Paso 10,40 p. u.,

RETURNING

Leaving El Haso8 00 a. m.
santa Ke 9.45
arriving
13 hours and 5 minutes Santa
Fe to Kl Paso p. ni.
Commencing Monday February 14th. 1910 the New Mexico Central R R change
time of its trains and train No, 4 now leaving Santa Fe at 1.45 p. m. will leave at
8.45 a. m.
Train No. 3 no w arriving at 6 45 p m. will arrive at 9.45 p. m .
These changes will provide for direct connections both East and West bound
t Tonanca.

J.P.LYNG,

City Freight 4 Passenger Agent

A "dwelling" is defined as a place
in which, at the time of the census,
one or more persons regularly sleep.
It need not be a house in the common
meaning of the word, but may be, for
example, a room In a factory, store,
or office building, a loft, over a stable,
a canal boat, a tent, or a wigwam.
The term also includes a hotel, boarding house, a tenement or apartment
house, an institution or school building, if persons regularly sleep there,
as well as the ordinary dwelling
house.
A "family" as a census term, may
mean a group of individuals who occupy jointly a dwelling place or part
of a dwelling place, or an individual
living alone in any place of abode.
All the occupants and employes of a
hotel, if they regularly sleep there,
make up a single family, because they
Occupy One dwelling place, and per- sons living alone in cabins, huts, or
tents: nersons occunvinir a rnnm or
rooms in public buildings,
stores,
warehouses, factories, or stables; and
persons sleeping on river boats, canal
boats, barges, etc., if they have no other usual place of abode, are regarded
as families.
The enumerators are required to

in

IT?

hilarating and

qualities. It is pleasant and
easy to use simply apply
I......
n.l ......
't .in il.
...y 0.nln
once a day until the

I

t

..Vi-1

imir uegins iu grow,

then two or three
times

a week

till

;

desired results are
obtained.
A lady from California writes
in substance as follows:

Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHEN'S, 32.

have been using your wonderful hair tonic for several months
and at last lam uow hlentiedwlth a
wonderful sultof hatrtliut measures over 4S Inches In length ; the
braid Is over 8 inches around.
I

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Another from New Jersey:
After using sixth bottle I
am happy to say that I have as
nice a head of hair as anyone lu
New Jersey.

this

Great

Hair-Gro-

Cut
This
Out

FrBA To 8l"'w now quickly
Danderine acts, we
will send a laree samnle free
by return mail to any one who
sends this free coupon to the
Knowllon

Dindirlnt Co., Chicago,

with thelrnama and address
and 10c in silver or stamps
to pay postage.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
.

can now be
druggists in three sizes,

ing Remedy
had at all

25c, 5.0c and $1.00
Per bottle.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Alonday of each month
fVio
7 fl nVlr.nl.- - in
ovonlnir in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.

n,

h

I

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays In month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. M.
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CASH

NO 4
No.
(HiOCERY AND 15AKE11Y

6AI ID

4

BO
of Law

Is Creating Sportsman's

Are coming down and we are
always the first to lei yo uknow it
35c
Bananas, per doz
,lz.37
Fresh Kansas
Fresh Estancia esgs, dz..40c
50c
Freeh City egSs. doz
Butter, Merritt's Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
Butter, Creamery, good

es,

T.emons. new crop, per dz.25c
Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, ier doz. ..25 to 55c
Fine celery, 2 bunches ..15c

One nound

f

Cleaned

rants
Bt?st

Vaud VUiv.

Extra

flood Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for
,.25c
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
Salmon
10, 15, 20, 25c
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,
thirteen for
$1.00
1909 Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb

)
(
(
I
(

(
)

j
(

10c
10c

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
--

FRENCH DRY AND STE AM CLEANING-

WE CLEAN. PRESS AND
LADIES
OLD

AND

GENTS

REPAIR

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS,

CLOTHES

)N (i

t'A

TIES. PARASGLS. ETC.

KA

NTKK

I.

PRICES

Phone 132 Red.

Una

I

LLflab

HACK SEBV1GE

OPERA

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES

HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTK

-

K K A SON A B L K

East Side Plaza:
satisfaction assured

corricfcs hack line jsisisisv,

Bas and Saddle Horses

IKES

GOOD

one-thir-

d

j

Pin-clio-

'sk.'.'.$1.65

Phone Ko. 4.

GABLE

cess in Every RespectMany
Licenses Issued.

Cur- -

5c. lb.

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

j

Administration Kas Been Sue

25c

and Parsnips.
Cabbage
4c
per lb
Nine bars Teepe Soap
25c
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Tearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
g0ap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
xos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim- 15c
neys, 2 for

t

j

j

25c

Sweet Potatoes

5c. lb.

.

!

I

i

WARDEN

Fresh Corn Mea u lbs..65c
Potatoes, cwt. $1.43, 14

)

1

--

's'i'

0ne
Raisins

j

35c

Per lb

Paradise

Barrinj.;tou llu.Il coffee,
2 lbs
75c
'
Wh!te House" "coffee," 2
75c
jbs
Dates, new' 'and' fresh,' '2'

(

total of ?7,000, or far more than suf- high winds and the New Mexican's 1
of Xo. 7, at 11 p. m.; 2 of No. 7, at
ficient, to pay all expenses of salaries .Sjjeciai bti vice
ashinscon, jj. 1 a. in., and No. 9 at 11:30. The Denand operation.
C, was tut out on that account.
ver & Rio Grande trains are
Since the enactment of the game
Trains re Way Late L'tie faanta six hours late and the New reported
Mexican
and fish laws in March, 1903, there Fe trams due ui noun had not been Central on
time.
has been quite a perceptible increase Heard tioiu at taree o ciock ibis af-in game and game birds. New Mexico urnoon.
WILL BUILD THE
is naturally a game country, and is
moo Li. F. i'ruyn will take a num-- 1
DE VARGAS HOTEL.
especially favored, by having within l)f r of Miiueiil-tar irmrnu-- inn in!
l.i borders large forest reserves which sLenoiiiaiillv ai her nftii-in ihu flirt
(Continued from Page One.)
have an abundance of game and fish xaiaee uunuiug.
and are ueing constantly guarded by
Scottish Rite Meeting Attention is led numerous
arguments and pointed
forest rangers, and their assistants cahed lu the announcement of tue out the
great benefit such a project
in enforcing; the game laws.
In a NfcW Mexico Central railroad oi a one would be to the property holders in
great benefit to this department; in a and
tare rate tor Uie Scot-tisi- l Santa Fe.
very few years these great reserves
At the conclusion of the
Kiie meeting wliich wi.i lie hei.l
speech
will be the envy of the whole coun- j :u iil
Mr. Wagner called , for subMarch 21 to
'making
ts y, and New Mexico can
truthfully
Tickets for Inaugural ball Quite a scriptions and many responded. Press-- .
boast of having the largest and best ' number uf
tickets for tue inaugural i '.ent G. F. Flick of the United States
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The work of Game and Fish Warden
Thomas P. Gable for the propagation
and protection of game and fish in
New Mexico is bearing fruit in many
directions. As a result, the outlook
for a grood fishing and game season
this year is excellent. From all parts
of the territory come reports that
should encourage nimrods and the disciples of Isaac Walton. That there is
a great interest in sport is manifest
from the many gamins licenses issued by Warden Gable in every county. As his plans include the creation
of a territorial fish hatchery and he is
helping Delegate Andrews in securing
an appropriation of $25,000 for a federal fish hatchery in the territory, that
part of the work will soon be on a
solid foundation and every stream in
the territory will be stocked with fish
suitable to its waters. While from
other states come reports of the indiscriminate slaughter of game, Warden
Gable has his forces so well organized
that but few complaints are received

about depredations.
That the protection of game and its
propagation will bring to New Mexico
many people of means goes without
saying, for the game preserves of the
country are few, but the ten million
or more acres of forests in this territory are natural preserves and its
mountain streams are the natural
habitation of the trout. Blessed at
the same time with
perfect climate.
New Mexico is the sportinjman's paradise and with the proper effort, such
as Game Warden Gable and his de
uties are putting forth and the strict
enforcement of the law, there is no
reason why game and fish should not
multiply despite the toll exacted by
sportsmen.

It requires only protection for the
period of a few short years and the
wild game of this Territory, together
with its perfect climate and magnificent scenery will be attracting the
of the hunters and fishermen
of the continent.
During the year 1909 the game
warden's office issued a total of 5,600
licenses, bringing into the office a
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Minor City Topics.

Tailoring Department

White an dFancy Vests

Tailoring is smart a good cutter is an artist
A cutter may cut the cloth to your dimensions
but sometime a man's dimensions are out of
proportion or deformed Then What?
A good cutter if necessary, improves on
nature by hi art; he makes up for wnat
nature left undone. If nature slighted you
in any way leave it to our cutter. If nature
hasn't cut you out for a rich man we can
remedy that to some extent making you
look rich in one of our new suits at a low
price. The Spring fabrics are now in.
Suitings and Trousering and Vesting from
some of the best looms of the world.

We have a splendid showing of WHITE
VESTS worn on all occassions. Swell, ar n't
they? Single breasted made from best
washable materials cut exactly right and
handsome as can be. Wear a v hite vest if
you want to keep up with the procession

PRICES

tor

1m W

J-f!-fcpf

:

PRICES
$1.25, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.50

PlM

$20.00 to $50.00 per suit
Trousers from $4.50 to $10.00

From

FANCY VESTS
It is rich
looking and always be worn by a good
dressers. Let us show you the new ones
in Worsted, Fancy Wool and Silks; all new
A fancy Vest is always right.

patterns,

Come take a look at our fancy patterns. No
fancy prices here.

PRICES
$2.00,

THIS AD WILL BE OP
INTEREST TO &MART
T)RF.SSF.T?S
1".U1M

$2.50, $3.50,

4,00

and $5.00

This store is the home of
HART SCHAPPNER
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